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Ohio Filmmakers Go Back
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there would
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Steven Bognar and Julia Reichert “both
are drawn to telling stories to make the
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world a better place, to generate comBut every
passion and empathy, to move people
good story has to action, for social change,” they say.
to have conflict and resolution.
As Fuyao updated the plant and brought it
back to life as a functioning facility, the film
crew had access to workers inside and outside
the plant. Reichert and Bognar were
“astonished” by the speed with which the
Chinese engineers and leaders worked.
“They pushed the American contractors
and construction workers to bring that factory
back to life at a remarkable pace,” the filmmakers note. “But it’s a normal pace in China,
where big things happen at a speed that would
leave Americans dizzy.”
The crew needed to set aside their “cultural
assumptions” and “learn to be careful not to
judge things we were seeing from our own
Ohio perspective,” they say.
During the screenings at CIFF, both
Reichert and Bognar will be present, as will
some of the factory workers from the film.
“We’re proud of this film,” conclude the
two directors. “It’s a fast, funny, epic, and
intimate look at a huge endeavor that speaks
to global forces at work, launched right here
in Ohio.”
—Anne M. DiTeodoro

No, they’re not trash pickers! They are Green Team
members Carin Miller, left, and Hannah Dougall. The team
recycles food scraps, cups, and any other “garbage” that
patrons, staff, and volunteers usually toss. Food scraps
are made into a slurry, pumped into a tank in the Tower
City parking lot, and eventually end up as alternative fuel
and fertilizer, explains Brian Stefan from the Hospitality
Headquarters.

SHOWING
TODAY

AMERICAN FACTORY

is playing today at 6:45 p.m.

A button for your
thoughts? Before or
after watching a film,
stop by the Challenge
Match booth. Your
donation will get you
this year’s buttons,
along with other CIFF
swag, and a chance
for other cool prizes.
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T

he Fuyao Glass Company knew it had
a story to tell.
Nine years ago, Julia Reichert and
Steven Bognar told another story. Their
documentary, “The Last Truck,” which
screened at CIFF34, was about the closing of
the General Motors Moraine truck assembly
plant outside of Dayton, Ohio.
Fast forward to 2014: that same plant, now
empty, was bought for $15 million by Chinese
automotive glass manufacturer Fuyao. According to the Dayton Daily News, the deal
by Fuyao was the largest Chinese investment
in Ohio history. The company then invested
another $600 million in refurbishing the plant.
“The team at Fuyao realized that what
they were about to do was historic,” recount
Reichert and Bognar. “They were going to
bring life back to a huge, dead factory, hire
thousands of Americans, bring over hundreds
of Chinese nationals, and create the biggest
factory in the world for the creation of
automotive glass.”
During a visit to Ohio, one of the Chinese
leaders at Fuyao met with representatives from
the Dayton Development Coalition (DDC),
and the idea of documenting this historic
event came up. “The DDC folks knew our
work, and said ‘why don’t you talk to Steve
and Julia?’” say the filmmakers. And they did.
Bognar and Reichert began meeting with
the Fuyao team and were intrigued by the
project.The filmmakers had one stipulation—
the film had to be independent.That meant
that the directors would “have complete
editorial control, own the film, take no
funding from the company, and get full
access,” says Reichert.
The company agreed. In fact, the filmmakers recall, the company’s Global Chairman
Cho Tak Wong, said “let’s do it. . . . Let’s make
a real documentary, not a promotional film.”
Reichert and Bognar were impressed with
the chairman. They note that he “believes in
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‘Let’s Make a Real Documentary, Not a Promotional Film’

“The Show’s the Thing: The Legendary Promoters of Rock”
gives a shout out to those who work behind the scenes to
make those on stage shine. From left, Directors Philip Dolin
and Molly Bernstein with Jules Belkin, CIFF board member and
one of the film’s subjects, during a screening of their film.
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Hugh Hefner: Groundbreaking TV Host

Festival Updates

T

houghts of Hugh Hefner typically conjure
scarlet smoking jackets and the Playboy
centerfolds he infused into popular
culture. Hefner’s legacy, though, runs much
deeper—a legacy that still sheds light on the
current fractured state of civil rights and free
speech in America.
“Hugh Hefner’s After Dark: Speaking Out in
America” explores the lesser known—or at least
less remembered—side of the publishing giant.
The film from Academy Award-winning
director Brigitte Berman, in fact, isn’t so much
about Hefner the man but rather his groundbreaking TV shows and the progressive ideas he
promoted on those shows.
Hefner’s “Playboy Penthouse” and “Playboy
After Dark” programs took great risks to give a
voice to black artists and other activists, decades
even before MTV was pressured to play black
artists. Berman says activists like Cleveland
Browns legend Jim Brown, who is featured in
the film, state that to be black in America today
can still be a very debilitating experience despite
civil rights breakthroughs.
“The challenges today run alarmingly parallel to the challenges Hefner was addressing in
the late ’50s and ’60s and civil rights issues are
still problematic,” Berman says. “What the film
points out is that we need to be ever vigilant
and not take any gains for granted, for fear of
slippage back to where you do not want to be.
And we still have a long way to go to reach full
equality of opportunity, and equality of respect.”
The guest list on Hefner’s programs is nothing
short of remarkable: Smokey Robinson, Pete
Seeger, Lenny Bruce, Jerry Garcia, Taj Mahal,
Nina Simone, Sammy Davis Jr., Moms Mabley,
Sarah Vaughan, Tony Bennett, and Linda
Ronstadt, among others.
Berman says Hefner’s interview with folk
legend Joan Baez is particularly amazing for that
time, because both Baez and Hefner speak out
at great length against the Vietnam War. Also,

Late Additions:
Thursday April 4th
Mike Wallace Is Here 7:10 pm
Good Girl Gone Bad 8:30 pm

Friday April 5th
Cut Off 3:30 pm
Good Girl Gone Bad 5:30 pm
Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am 8:25 pm

Saturday April 6th
Toni Morrison: The Pieces I Am 9:00 am
Good Girl Gone Bad 4:50 pm
Mike Wallace Is Here 5:10 pm
Before You Know It 6:20 pm
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly Evil
and Vile 9:25 pm
Cut Off 9:45 pm

Sunday April 7th
Cut Off 4:20 pm
Extremely Wicked, Shockingly Evil
and Vile 6:55 pm
Before You Know It 7:00 pm
Check for the latest festival updates
on Twitter at www.twitter.com/ciff or
Facebook at www.facebook.com/
ClevelandInternationalFilmFestival.
Or visit www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/
updates.

Challenge Match
The Challenge Match is the CIFF’s annual
fundraising campaign, and the only time of
the year that we ask for your support (we do
not send out solicitation letters at any time).
The challenge to you—our audience—is to
raise $150,000, which will be matched by
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

We are $20,636 closer to
reaching our goal of $150,000!
A $10 DONATION QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES!!
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM(S): Your family
can visit the area’s most popular attractions with memberships for the Museum
of Art, Museum of Natural History, and
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo, and tickets for
the Aquarium. Then, leave the kids with
your folks and enjoy a Cleveland Orchestra
concert, dinner at Angelo’s Nido Italia, and
an overnight stay at Glidden House. Plus,
enjoy FREE ICE CREAM FOR A YEAR from
Mitchell’s Ice Cream!

SHOWING
TODAY

 UGH HEFNER’S AFTER
H
DARK: SPEAKING OUT
IN AMERICA
is playing today at 8:30 p.m.

ONLINE

Visit The Daily online edition at
www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/the-daily.

TODAY’S ONLINE VERSION INCLUDES:
• A Girl Named C (Playing today at 4:00 p.m.)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

followed by a FilmForum

Investigative journalist Emily Kassie takes you
into the complex inner world of C, a young
assault survivor whose art tells an all-toouniversal story.
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The Cleveland International Film Festival receives
public support with local tax dollars from Cuyahoga
Arts & Culture, to preserve and enrich our region’s
artistic and cultural heritage.

Berman says, Smokey Robinson passionately
talks about what it was like for black people
during the ’60s—even for a successful artist
like himself.
This isn’t Berman’s first film exploring
Hefner’s legacy. In 2010, she and her late
husband, producer Victor Solnicki, released
“Hugh Hefner: Playboy, Activist and Rebel.”
Berman says they noticed that the audiences,
and especially young people, were intrigued by
the few clips of Hefner’s early TV shows and
they wanted to see more.
It was Solnicki’s idea to approach Hefner and
ask whether he might provide access to these
long-ago shows. Hefner agreed. Sadly, neither
Hefner or Solnicki are here to see the finished
product.
“Wherever our film is shown, it entertains,
it makes people think, and it opens their eyes,”
Berman says. “So yes, our film is encouraging
audiences to see Mr. Hefner in a fuller
perspective instead of a one-dimensional
presentation. The film provides insight into the
human condition and all its complexities.”
			— Timothy Magaw

THE

Stop by the Challenge Match table in the
Tower City Cinemas lobby to donate.

Official Airline of the 43rd CIFF

From left, Leon Kennedy, Brigitte Berman, Smokey Robinson,
and Victor Solnicki. This is Toronto-based Brigitte Berman’s
second documentary on Hugh Hefner. Her 1985 doc, on
clarinetist and band leader Artie Shaw, won an Academy
Award for Best Documentary.

WELCOME

A warm welcome to Ken and Barb Milles, and Rebel, their
service dog, who came in from Nevada. When they visit family
in Pennsylvania, they make sure their travel dates coincide
with the Festival. They used to come every year, but have
recently scaled back their travel.

• Well Groomed (Playing today at 6:10 p.m.)
at the Near West Theatre

Take a trip into the wild and colorful world of
creative dog grooming with “Well Groomed”
director Rebecca Stern.

